The 18th edition of Art Basel Miami Beach is coming near, and the list of 269 galleries that will show at the fair has been finalized. This year’s cast sees 20 new participants, including Barro Arte Contemporáneo from Buenos Aires, Mariane Ibrahim Gallery from Chicago, Parker Gallery from Los Angeles, Karma from New York, 10 Chancery Lane Gallery from Hong Kong, ROH Projects from Jakarta, and Magician Space from Beijing, among others. Galleries from 33 different countries spanning five continents will share their wares December 5–8 at the Miami Beach Convention Center.

The fair is divided into six sections: Galleries (the main area of the fair), Positions (in which galleries present work by one artist), Nova (in which galleries show new work by up to three of their artists), Survey (which features work by an artist completed before the year 2000), Edition (prints and edition works), and a new one: Meridians, for large-scale projects in the convention center’s Grand Ballroom, curated by the director of Museo Tamayo, Magalí Arriola.

Noah Horowitz, director Americas of Art Basel, told ARTnews, “I am particularly excited to welcome new galleries from more diverse parts of the U.S. and Canada. The strong roster of galleries from the Americas is complemented by cutting-edge galleries from across Europe and Asia.”

View the full list of exhibitors here.
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